
Embellishers Guild Ranking – Personal Record:      
Requirements updated 3 August 2013

  Junior Student - achieved      achieved

                                                             1. working knowledge      

  Senior Student - achieved      achieved

                                                            1. competency knowledge      

                                                            1. working knowledge      

  Journeyman - achieved      achieved

                                                            1. competency knowledge      

                                                            2. competency knowledge      

                                                            1. working knowledge      

                                                            2. working knowledge

                                                            one of:      
 □  teach an accepted form of embellishment as a class  or
 □  mentor and teach one (1) member of the guild to working 
  knowledge level in an accepted form of embellishment

  Craftsman - achieved      achieved

                                                            1. competency knowledge      

                                                            2. competency knowledge      

                                                            3. competency knowledge      

                                                            4. competency knowledge      

                                                            1. working knowledge      

                                                            2. working knowledge      

                                                            3. working knowledge      

                                                            4. working knowledge      

                                                            one of:      
□  mentor and teach one (1) member of the guild to competency 

 knowledge level or
□ □  mentor and teach two (2) members of the guild to working 

 knowledge level or
□  teach 1 or more of the accepted embellishment forms in which 

 you have achieved a competency knowledge rating for a total of 
 two classes.

                                                            one of:      
□  mentor and teach one (1) member of the guild to competency 

 knowledge level or
□ □  mentor and teach two (2) members of the guild to working 

 knowledge level or
□  teach 1 or more of the accepted embellishment forms in which 

 you have achieved a competency knowledge rating for a total of
 two classes.



  Artisan - achieved      achieved

                                                            1. expert knowledge      

                                                            2. expert knowledge      

                                                            3. expert knowledge      

                                                            4. expert knowledge      

                                                            1. competency knowledge      

                                                            2. competency knowledge      

                                                            3. competency knowledge      

                                                            4. competency knowledge      

                                                            5. competency/working knowledge      

                                                            6. competency/working knowledge      

                                                            7. competency/working knowledge      

                                                            8. competency/working knowledge      

                                                            one of:      
□  mentor and teach one (1) member of the guild to expert 

 knowledge level in an accepted form of embellishment or
□ □  mentor and teach two (2) members of the guild to competency 

 knowledge level in an accepted form of embellishment, or
□ □  teach 1 or more of the accepted embellishment forms in which 

 you have achieved an expert knowledge rating in guild challenges 
 for a total of six classes. 

                                                            one of:      
□  mentor and teach one (1) member of the guild to expert 

 knowledge level in an accepted form of embellishment or
□ □  mentor and teach two (2) members of the guild to competency 

 knowledge level in an accepted form of embellishment, or
□ □  teach 1 or more of the accepted embellishment forms in which 

 you have achieved an expert knowledge rating in guild challenges 
 for a total of six classes. 


